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I n t r o d u c t i o n
High dynamic performance drives such. as Field Oriented Control (FOC) schemes require complicated signal processing and costly encoders for compu!ntioir of the rotor flux position.]. Sensorless control schemes using motor terminal voltages and currents, works very well at high speeds o f operation, with the assumption that stator drops are negligible. However. the stator drops become significant at very low speeds of operation, demanding appropriate stator resistance compensation schemes for accurate rotor flux estimation. Extending the speed range to very low speeds In this paper, a simple rotor flux estimation scheme is proposed by measuring the current error space phasor direction of a space phasor based current hysteresis controlled PWM drive 141. In the proposed scheme. the rtikir llux posiliiiii i s wiiipiitcd (iiiiii tlic c i i i l r i i l wlor space phasor direction during zero iirverter output states [3] , I n this scheme the back emf computation is performed with the assumption that stator drops are 
R o t o r Flux Detection a t h i
N o w during zero inverter output period the currents are sampled at two instants ( r , and r2) and from this the eqn.(7) can be written as ( using backward differentiation) 
Space Phasor based Current Hysteresis
Controller I n conventional three phase current hysteresis controllers, the current error along the three phase axes are independently controlled. This w i l l result in random selection o f switching vectors causing high inverter switching losses. In this scheme, a space phasor based multi axis current hysteresis controller i s proposed, in which the current error along the orthogonal axes (jAjBjC) are monitored [4] .The current error boundary (Fig.3) i s a hexagon and the current error is controlled in such a way that, only the three adjacent voltage vectors i n a sector are always used for the entire speed range [4] . The scheme can be implemented using simple look up tables (Table-I ).
The advantages of the scheme, when compared to other multi level current hysteresis controllers, i s that only the adjacent vectors close to the motor back emf space phasor voltage, are used for the invelter switching, for the entire speed range (optimum PWM switching). In the present scheme, the selection o f the inverter voltage vectors for optimum P W M switching i s achieved among the adjacent vectors, the vector which gives the maximum current error change in the opposite direction, is chosen for the next switching. Taking all this into account, the vector states, which gives optimum P W M vector selection, in a sector are chosen. as shown in Table- I. The outer hysteresis boundary( AI' ) i s for the sector selection in which the motor back emf i s situated. For an inverter oulpul vector, there is a definite current error spacer direction, along which the current error space phasor approaches the hexagonal boundary (Fig.3 ) [4] . This i s detected for the vector forming a triangular sector in which the back emf vector is situated. 
Experimental results
The proposed scheme is implemented with a fixed point digital signal processor (DSP), the TMS320F240. A vector controller scheme is implemented using the slowly come to tlie six-step operation ( Fig.2b ). 
